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Welcome to our second newsletter
of the academic year and the final
one for 2018. This edition showcases
some of the wide variety of extracurricular events and trips which
have taken place this half term.
Highlights include our Sixth Form
Open evening where we welcomed
Year 11 students from Sutton Girls
and a range of different schools
to listen to a presentation about
life in the Sixth Form and speak to
students and teachers about the
18 A-level subjects on offer. The
prospective students were also able
to find out about the numerous
extra-curricular opportunities in
Year 12 and 13 including: Gold Duke
of Edinburgh Award, Extended
Project
Qualification,
London
residential trip, lunchtime lecture
series and leadership opportunities.
There was also advice available from
Nottingham University on A-level
choices along with information on
early applications to universities

Staffing News
The end of this term sees us say
farewell to three long serving
members of our support staff.
Mrs Williams has been part of
the pastoral team since 2004 and
been Head of Year 7 for the last
3 years. Throughout this time she
has been an invaluable source
of support and guidance to Year
7 students and their parents/
carers, making the move from
primary to secondary school as
smooth as possible. We wish Mrs
Williams all the best with her new
ventures.
Mr Rowlands our Senior DT
technician and Mrs Rowlands our

from our Sixth Form team.
On GCSE presentation evening we
celebrated the achievements of
the 2017/18 Year 11s. We welcomed
back Nicky O’Day, former Head Girl
in 2005/6, as our guest speaker.
Nicky shared some of her memories
of Sutton Girls and gave advice
about making decisions about the
next steps in students’ education
and career and the importance
of friendships. In addition to
presenting our students with
their GCSE certificates, there were
speeches by four of the year group
to reminisce over their first five
years at the school and two musical
performances. There was also time
for students and parents to catch
up with each other and share plans
for the future.
Charity events this half term included
the Children in Need non uniform
day and the second house charity
event raised money for Parkinson’s
Food and Textiles technician are
both retiring at Christmas. They
have a combined service of an
impressive 29 years and have
helped generations of students
with their practical skills. They
have been instrumental in
working with the teaching staff
DT department to provide our
students access to the practical
and creative subjects which
form a key part of the broad and
balanced curriculum on offer at
Sutton Girls. We wish them all
the best for a long and happy
retirement.
We are pleased to announce that
Mrs Mahoney will be taking on
the role of Head of Year 7 when
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UK as Phoenix hosted a teacher
quiz. We had an assembly from the
‘People in Motion’ charity and have
subsequently been donating items
to provide assistance to refugees.
The PA Christmas Fair was really well
attended and featured a variety of
stalls, many of which were run by
our Year 7s. The festive spirit was
enhanced by the gospel choir and
by Mr Clark our physics technician
who became Father Christmas for
the evening. The annual Christmas
Concert was as spectacular as ever,
a culmination of many hours of
rehearsals and practice. The event
led by Mr Collet, Head of Music,
featured over 200 performers and
was a wonderful celebration of the
festive season.
I hope you enjoy reading about
what has been happening at school
during these last 7 weeks, I wish you
and your families a Merry Christmas
and a very Happy New Year.
she returns from her maternity
leave. In the spring term, we
have Mrs Hampson joining the
PE Department to allow Miss
Hewitt time to lead both Year 7
and Year 8. Miss Hewitt and Mrs
Mahoney have worked closely
with Mrs Williams to ensure there
is a smooth transition during the
changes in staffing.
Mrs Lambert has been promoted
to Senior Technician and has been
working with Mr Rowlands as she
prepares for her new role. We are
looking forward to welcoming our
new Workshop Technician, Mr
Chander, to the DT department in
January.

The term
in review
First impressions make all the
difference for Jaiya in Year 7...

High ceilings. Older girls faces. Big
rooms. Happy smiles. These were
some of the many things I saw
walking into Sutton Girls. It was at
this point I saw other worried faces
and I felt a strange comforting
feeling that made me think, ‘Hang
on a minute…I’m not on my own’
these other girls feel just like me.
My memories of my first day will

always stay with me.
Yes, I was nervous, yes, Sutton Girls
was so much bigger (after all, the
whole of year seven was almost as
big as my primary school!)
But I loved my first day, in fact, my
first week.
Walking through the big corridors,
I was sure I’d get lost; I heard the

older girls saying ‘You’ll know
where you’re going in a week!’ but
I couldn’t believe it. However, they
were right!
Now, I have many friends and I’m
so confident in all I do. Sutton Girls
has given me many opportunities
that’ll take me far in life; I’m very
grateful for being encouraged to
do the best I can do.

Hilton Metropole Chef visits GCSE students
As part of the recent series of GCSE
Food and Nutrition session, our
Year 11 students had the pleasure
of being treated to a very special
session with the Head Chef, Mick
Lennon from Hilton Metropole,
Birmingham.
The hands-on part of the session
began with a short demonstration
on how to remove the bones from
the salmon fillet with a special pair
of tiny tweezers. After Mick showed
everyone how it was done, our
first volunteer, Simran, got straight
in and made a really good go of it,
removing a vast majority with ease!
Once they were all removed, Mick
showed the audience different
ways to fillet the salmon and why
variation was so important when
serving to guests.
Whilst they were cooking away
in the oven, another couple of

in how to choose the right kind of
accompanying vegetables and
garnish based on their colours and
flavours, right down to the plate
your dish is served on.

volunteers, Catherine and Ella,
were given the opportunity to
fillet some smaller flat fish and
learn about the differences in
between them and a “round fish”
like salmon.
The main thing our students took
away from this was the importance
of presentation, as this is an
area marked quite highly in their
coursework. So with this in mind,
Mick gave them a brief masterclass
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Having bought with him a small
selection of different ceramic
plates and dishes in a variety of
colours and finishes, Mick also
explained how basic colour theory
plays a big part in the way that
diners experience the dish. With
dark blue, square dishes and black
plates with a gold trim that plays
off the bright orange of the baked
salmon, while more simple white
plates can be used to focus on
presentation.
Although not everyone in the
group got the chance to volunteer,
they did manage to tuck into the
dishes that were prepared during
the morning....

Parents’ Association Christmas Fair
Mrs T. Hussain
Parents’ Association
The festive season was in full
swing on Friday 7th as the Parents’
Association hosted their Christmas
Fair. The Year 7s displayed some
excellent creativity with their
stalls and students enjoyed the
fun and games on offer. The PA
volunteers were busy serving
food and drinks and whilst visitors

were entertained by the Gospel
choir. Even Santa made a special
appearance and helped pick out
the winning raffle tickets.
Thank you to everyone who
attended the event which raised
over £1100! An absolutely fantastic
result, thank you! These funds will
be used to provide those little
extras for the students to support
their learning journey.
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A big thank you to all the PA
volunteers, Year 7s, Gospel Choir,
staff, the external stall holders
and local businesses who donated
some fantastic raffle prizes.
The next Parents’ Association
meeting is scheduled for 7pm on
the 16th January - we hope you will
join us to plan some exciting fund
raising events for 2019, the first is
the PA quiz on 1st February.

Student inspired by the spirit
of the All Blacks after match
“I realised, they are real. And so is their
commitment and ambition. And if they
can achieve great things, then I can too.”

By Beth in Year 11
I was first introduced to rugby in
2015, when the Rugby World Cup
came to England. My Dad asked
me if I wanted to see a game and
I said yes, but only if I could watch
“that team that do that dance at
the start.” I thought that would
be the highlight of the match, but
I couldn’t have been more wrong.
That year I went to Wembley to
watch New Zealand – the team that
dances - vs Argentina. Watching
the All Blacks do the haka, seeing
the respect and purpose that
motivated them, made me want
to know more about them. To be
honest, I can’t remember the score
of that game, but the speed and
the strength of all of the All Blacks
on the field, and their humility and
hard work off it, drove me to work
harder and be more disciplined in
my whole life.
Sometimes, you hear about
athletes who disgrace themselves,
and yes, that has happened
to some of the All Blacks.
Nevertheless, they continue to
inspire me every day. The All
Blacks have a win rate of over 90%,
which is all the more impressive in
rugby union as international teams

play the top tier nations home and
away most years, in competitions
such as the Six Nations, the Rugby
Championship and the Autumn
Internationals. In addition the All
Blacks are the only international
side to clean their changing room
after every match, which I believe
shows how down to earth and
grateful for their opportunities
they are.
With this small obsession of mine,
you can imagine how excited I
was when my Dad told me we
had tickets for the All Blacks vs
England match at Twickenham on
10th November of this year. And,
they weren’t just any seats, they
were aisle seats, directly next to
the royal box where the winning
team would collect their shield
from Prince Harry. I was ecstatic! I
just hoped the All Blacks could win
that day!
So on 10th November, my Dad and
I travelled down to Twickenham.
There had been a big build up to
this match as both England and
New Zealand had held the world
record for the most international
games won in a row a few years
ago, which was 18. Entering the
stadium, I was actually buzzing;
the atmosphere was tense. New
Zealand are the undisputed World
Number 1s, whilst England have
improved under new coach Eddie
Jones. During the haka the sound
was deafening. Every England fan
was belting out ‘Swing Low, Sweet
Chariot.’
Challenge accepted!
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England had kick-off and by half
time were 15-10 up. The England
fans around me were buoyant, and
we were discussing the possible
outcomes of the match, but I was
getting worried, the All Blacks had
to pull this back. With 4 minutes
to go, the score was 16-15 to New
Zealand and England scored a try!
Twickenham erupted! But then the
referee’s hand went to his ear… the
TMO wanted to check… the try was
disallowed!
The win went to the All Blacks
and as they collected the Hillary
Shield they stood right next to
me. I got to meet my favourite
player, Rieko Ioane, and watched
as they returned to their changing
rooms, laughing and joking, but
exhausted.
I realised, they are real. And so is
their commitment and ambition.
And if they can achieve great
things, then I can too.

GCSE Presentation Evening
“I look out and see a
group of bright young
faces of the people that
I have grown to know so
well over the last 5 years.”
Maddie Deakin, Year 12
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“Don’t feel guilty if you don’t know
what you want to do with your
life. The most interesting people
I know, didn’t know, at 22 what
they wanted to do with their lives.
Some of the most interesting 40
year olds I know still don’t.”
Nicky O’Day, Head Girl 2005/06
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Year 7 raise stunning
amount for charity LEPRA
By Amelie in Year 7
Year 7 were asked to raise money
for Lepra and many of the girls
accepted the challenge. Lepra is a
specialist charity working to beat
leprosy. Leprosy is a contagious
disease that affects the skin,
mucous membranes, and nerves,
causing discoloration and lumps
on the skin and, in severe cases,
disfigurement and deformities.
We had many cake sales, bike
rides, sponsored swims and even

a no screen day! Lots of the girls
contributed to the big total which
was £2712.41!!! Thanks to this
astonishing amount of money,
Lepra is now able to either give
reconstructive surgery to 18
people, pay for 3 paramedics for a
year or change 108 people’s lives
who are affected by leprosy.
A huge thank you to everyone
who raised money for Lepra. It
will change people’s lives for the
better.

Bebras Computational Thinking Challenge 2018
By Tabitha in Year 9
This November, 559 students
from Years 7 to 10 participated
in the Bebras Computational
Thinking Challenge. This is an
online competition aimed at
raising awareness of Computer
Science in both a fun and
rewarding way. It allows its
competitors to develop their
computational thinking skills.
Computational
thinking
involves the utilisation of a
specific set of problem-solving
skills and techniques often
used by professional software
engineers to write programs
and applications. An example
of this skill-set would be having
the ability to decompose
tasks of high complexity into
simple components, and other
important skills that are valued
highly are that of algorithm
design, pattern recognition and
generalisation, and abstraction.
We were given a selection
of questions with answers

that could only be acquired
through the use of logic – a key
computational thinking skill that
I was keen to improve on. One
of the questions we received
involved putting beavers of
differing weights into lifts.
The challenge was to find how
many beavers could be placed in
the two lifts without exceeding
the maximum weight limit.
Personally, I thoroughly enjoyed
the experience found the given
challenges enabled me to
habituate my logical thinking
when approaching a difficult
question.
Each participant excelled in the
challenges and deserve to be
proud of their achievements.
However, out of the 559 students
that took place, 120 of them
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in particular did exceptionally
well, myself included. These
remarkable competitors are in
the top 10% high score achievers
and therefore qualified for
another
computer
science
challenge taking place in March,
run by Oxford University.
One student at our school,
performed even beyond this
standard. Molly Neal (9Q) is
one of the top scoring pupils
of 2018 and one of the best
in the country. She has been
invited to take part in the
second instalment of the Bebras
Challenge in February 2019
which involves a combination
of academic lectures, the
opportunity to explore an
Oxford college and participation
in an awards ceremony following
this second stage. As a school,
we wish her all the best for this
challenge.
I am looking forward to the
Oxford challenge in March
2019 and plan on beginning my
preparation for this opportunity.

SCGSG Christmas Concert
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MMIs for Year 13 as they practise for
medical school admission process
By Masooma in Year 13
On Saturday the 17th November,
we had the opportunity to take
part in an MMI mock session,
kindly run by Tanuja Dave (an
ex-student) and her team. The
multiple mini interviews, or MMI,
are a key aspect of the medical
school admission process, where
applicants travel from one station
to the next, answering various
questions about medicine, their
personal qualities and ethical
scenarios; therefore it’s vital to be
well prepared! However, we were
in luck, as the intense practice
session on Saturday allowed us to
refine our interviewing techniques,
learn how to interact with doctors
and medical teachers, all whilst we
were in time pressured conditions.

There were around 10 stations,
which allowed us all to familiarise
ourselves with the setting that
we will encounter in our actual
interviews.
After each mini interview, there
was time allocated for in-depth
feedback, which provided a useful

insight from actual doctors and
students as to how we could
improve further.
I would like to thank Mrs Farrell and
Dr May for organising this, and for
Tanuja and her team for holding an
extremely valuable MMI session.

Year 12 students attend the 29th
Erasmus Darwin Memorial Lecture
By Charlie and Chloe in
Year 12
On Wednesday 14th November,
we went to a lecture at the
Lichfield Garrick Theatre called
‘Pulsars-Stars, Cars or Watches?’.
It was being presented by a
woman called Dame Jocelyn Bell
Burnell who is the woman who
first discovered pulsars and
she spoke about the timeline of
their discovery and what they
actually are.
The lecture was extremely
interesting and very informative
and we learnt some new
facts
about
pulsars.
We
learnt that pulsars are highly
magnetised and emit a beam
of electromagnetic radiation.
They are also incredibly dense

and have an immense surface
gravity and, due to this, light is
bent around them as gravitation
lensing occurs. This means that
if you were looking at a neutron
star you could see two-thirds of
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it at any point.
After attending this lecture,
we would fully recommend it
to other people and I hope to
attend more in the future.

Year 10 work
hard during
Edgbaston
tournament

Year 7 Aston Villa
Football Tournament

Mrs K. Tunstall
P.E. Department
Congratulations to our Year
10 team who participated
in a netball tournament at
Edgbaston High School last
month.
Demonstrating
great
teamwork, they won all
of their group matches to
progress through to the
semi final. Arthur Terry were
the opponents to face in
the semi final. After a good
match, unfortunately they
were too strong for the
Sutton Girls team.
The final match was for
third & fourth playoff. Again,
after a good match we were
victorious meaning the team
finished in a very respectful
third place. Well played to all
involved.

By Sophie in Year 7
On Wednesday the 28th of
November a small squad of
Year 7 girls attended a football
tournament at the Aston Villa
training Centre.
The group included girls from a
range of forms and was a great
chance for us to get to know each

other. The format was 6 vs 6 and we
played against six teams winning
four, losing one and drawing one
giving us 15 out of a possible 18
points.
This meant that we came second
only to Streetly who beat us on
a +8 goal difference. Everyone
played really well and we were
unlucky not to go through.

Thara’s journey to being selected for the
U13 Girls County Cricket Team
By Thara in Year 7
I attended three indoor trials
at Warwickshire County Cricket
Club on different days where the
coaches observed my batting,

bowling and fielding.The first trial
seemed easy to pass. The second
trial was an indoor match played
with a softer ball – for safety
reasons- and was difficult to play
with. The third trial – the most
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daunting one. I bowled against
amazing batters and faced some
accurate fast bowlers. I think I did
well overall.
The hard work paid off.

The SCGSG Mountain Biking Club
The club offers so much more than
just learning to become a mountain
biker; it offers a chance to make
new friends, a chance to be part of
a wonderful new community and
to become more involved in the
SCGSG extracurriculuar activities.
Within this welcoming community
no one is left out.

By Maryam in Year 7
Aspiring mountain bikers have
been attending the mountain
biking club to learn some new tips
and tricks from their mentors here
at SCGSG. So far, the girls have
learnt several technical skills such
as: the attack position, additional
lift, manual lift and many more.
The riders have also learnt how
to be aware of their surroundings
and to always stay alert. In one
instance the girls had to ride their
bikes as well as try and catch a
bean bag with one of their hands,
this developed their reflexes and
enabled them to learn a brand-new
skill. Although, all the tasks they
were asked to do were difficult, it
taught the girls patience and that
not everything comes easy in life.
Despite this, the girls never gave

up no matter how many times they
got knocked down. Throughout
the weeks that the club has been
running the girls have showed
determination,
courage
and
relentless passion. Everyone in
the club has put so much effort in
participating in all the activities no
matter the difficulty and are always
showing good sportsmanship.

All the years come together as one
collective group. With the hard
work and effort, the girls and their
mentors put into the club, it makes
a more enjoyable experience
for everyone who attends the
club. But of course, there is still a
chance to join in with the fun for all
students who would like to come
along. Join us every Tuesday for a
slice of the fun; it’s never too late
to join.
All year groups are welcome.

Birmingham Schools Gymnastics Competition
Miss C. Kirby
PE Department
On Wednesday 21st November
a squad of 9 Year 7 students
participated in the Birmingham
Schools
Gymnastics
novice
competition at Edgbaston High
School for Girls. This competition
is for students who have never
competed in gymnastics before.
The students performed floor
and vault routines in front of
the other schools and judges.
Lineysha Gajula from 7EDU said
she “really enjoyed the gymnastics
competition as it was a lot of fun.
The venue was a lot bigger than
I expected and I can’t wait to
participate in future competitions”.
Similarly, Zahra Al-Mamouri from
7EDU also said “when I went to
the gymnastics competition I
was expecting something small
but when we arrived the place
was massive! I really enjoyed

performing to the judges on floor
and vault. I had an amazing time
and I can’t wait to do the main
competition in February.”
Even though the girls unfortunately
didn’t place in the medal table,
they all were a credit to the school
and great sports.
Watch this space for the update
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after the main competition in
February, as we have many upand-coming gymnasts in Year 7!
Well done to all the Year 7 students
involved, and a special mention to
the Year 12 students photographed
for all their help, organisation and
support in the gymnastics club at
Sutton Girls.

High praise for football coach
and after school training
By Rose in Year 7
Every Friday, Aston Villa Trainer,
Amber, visits the school to teach
and train eager pupils raring
to play football. Amber is so
inspirational, motivational and
caring for her football students
like me, she really deserves all
the praise she can get.
We do fun activities to
strengthen dribbling, shooting
and passing; we are now training
inside due to the colder weather,

but the fun activities remain the
same! Every week, Amber is
always happy to welcome any
newcomers to the club with a
beaming smile and a pass of the
ball!
The atmosphere is very warm
and no matter whether you
are an advanced player or a
beginner, the activities we do
suit any player. She is so inclusive
and always makes sure that
anyone and everyone gets to be
in a preferred team or position

(I usually play mid-field!!). We
play mini football matches and
our teams are decided on how
many players attend that night
and each lesson we do some
training exercises to strengthen
our passing, shooting or
dribbling skills.
I would really recommend
Amber’s training to any keen
football players wanting to meet
new people whilst playing an
enjoyable game of football!

Tennis – training, tactics and triumph
By Grace in Year 8
Tennis club on a Friday after school
is a great way to meet new friends,
keep fit and have fun at the same
time! It is open for everyone,
regardless of past experience or
ability, which makes it perfect for
learning new skills or practising
the skill you already have.
What’s more, it is run by coaches
from outside of school but, unlike
most clubs run by professionals, it
won’t leave you bankrupt!
You may be thinking that you
can’t go because you don’t have a
tennis racket, but it doesn’t matter
because high quality tennis rackets
are provided by the school for you
to use in the lesson.
There are three courts outside
that are used in the summer and,
when it gets too cold to be outside,
loads of room in the sports hall so
you won’t have to just wait around
for ages while waiting to have a go.
Instead you are able to make the
most out of the session, therefore
helping you develop your skills
more.

I really enjoy going to tennis as the
coaches are very friendly and have
taught me new skills, as well as
helping me develop the skills I had
before. I would highly recommend
joining whether you are a complete
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beginner looking to learn new skills
or a pro who is hoping to develop
your skills further. I am certain you
will enjoy it as much as I do and
also learn new skills.

Inter-House Sport 2018
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Discovering
badminton
after school

Anaisha secures
medal at Wadokai
Championship in Dublin

By Amna in Year 7
Badminton lessons – which
take place after school on a
Thursday, 3:30-4:45pm – are
not only really fun but very
useful if you want to know
the proper terms and rules of
badminton.
In the beginning, we really
focused on moving around the
court to hit the shuttlecock.
We have also learnt the correct
way to serve and as well as
that, we were taught different
techniques on how to hit the
shuttle with our backhand
and forehand. Personally,
I have learnt so many new
things such as that a second
serve is not permitted and
that you can’t do an overarm
serve.
Although, this club helps our
knowledge in many various
ways, it is also a fantastic
opportunity to bond with your
comrades and even make new
ones! We play many games
throughout most of the hour
such as: jail, elimination,
around the world and even
normal rallies and matches
(doubles and singles).
Overall,
this
club
is
exceedingly enjoyable and,
without any hesitance or
doubt, I would definitely
recommend it to anyone who
is interested; even if they are
not experienced, just like I
was.

By Anaisha in Year 7
At the beginning of December,
myself and Nur Iqbal (Year 10) were
in Dublin to represent England at
the FEW European Wadokai Karate
Championships.
There
were
approximately 350 competitors of
all ages from 10 to over 50s from
all over Europe.
The England squad met up at the
team hotel on Friday to register,
weigh-in and chill out. We also had
some time to get some last minute
practice in. I was competing in
the Kata Tournament. Kata is a
Japanese word describing detailed
patterns of movements generated
with power through punches, kicks
and blocks.
The competition started at 8.30am
on the Saturday. The whole team
travelled over from the hotel to the
competition venue. It was exciting
although the nerves were building.

You can look forward to our next newsletter at the end
of Spring halfterm. In the meantime, keep up to date
by following us on:

This grew even more when I found
out that the whole event was being
streamed live on YouTube!
As I was one of the youngest
competitors, my category was one
of the first to be called. This was
my first international tournament
and I was representing my country.
I was determined to do well! My
Sensei was encouraging me all
the time and really helped to calm
the nerves. When it was my turn,
I stepped onto the mat and tried
to remember everything I had
practised. I was pleased with my
performance and was eventually
rewarded for it by securing a
bronze medal.
It was a great experience and
a great weekend. Next year’s
competition is going to be held
in Hungary. Hopefully, I’ll get
the chance to compete at an
international level again.
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